
Races D6 / Celegian

Name: Celegian

Designation: Sentient

Classification: Invertebrates

Average height: 1.7 - 2.2 meters

Skin color: Reds and pinks

Hair color: None

Eye color: None

Homeworld: Celegia

Language: Telepathy

Attribute Dice: 12D

Dex: 1D/3D

Know: 3D/5D

Mech: 1D/3D

Perc: 3D/5D

Str: 1D/3D

Tech: 3D/5D

Special Abilities:

         Telepathy: Celegians communicated using a form of

telepathy, and had no written or spoken language. This is

limited to communication only, and is as easy for them to perform as speaking is to other species.

         Cyanogen Breather: Celegians breath cyanogen, a gas poisonous to Humans., and oxygen is a

poison to them. This means that if they are every exposed to an Oxygen atmosphere, they take 4D

damage for every round they are exposed, although they may make Stamina rolls to hold their breath.

Story Factors:

         Life Support Chambers: Because of their atmospheric requirements, Celegians off their home world

require Life Support Chambers, or to change the atmosphere of their ships to cyanogen. This gas does

4D damage to non-cyanogen breathers every round they are exposed to it, although they may make

Stamina rolls to hold their breath.

         Telekinesis: In their natural environment, Celegians may float using a form of Telekinesis similar to

repulsorlift.

Move: 7/9

Description: Celegians were a nonhumanoid species from Celegia, a planet with raging seas located in

the Expansion Region. Celegians were relatively isolationist as a species, but had good relations with the

Galactic Republic.



Biology and appearance

Celegians appeared to many humanoids as "floating brains." Very intelligent, they had a natural form of

telekinesis that functioned like a repulsorlift. They breathed cyanogen, a gas poisonous to Humans.

Conversely, oxygen was lethal to them, necessitating atmospheric transport chambers offworld.

The Celegians were greatly known for their massive intellect and wisdom. Their race evolved from ocean-

dwelling invertebrates to the ancestors that eventually lived on land in Celegia. To move their jellyfish-like

bodies, the Celegians created a form of locomotion similar to a repulsorlift generator. Their soft fleshy

bodies, great tentacles, and dependence upon life-support chambers made the Celegians look as though

they were always swimming or floating. Celegians communicated using a form of telepathy, and had no

written or spoken language.

Celegians in the galaxy

Celegians tended to be explorers, and were often found in the company of other species with the same

interests. Those Celegians that could be encountered away from their homeworld were usually scouts or

diplomats, although a rare few were trained in the ways of the Force by the Jedi Order. One of the most

notable Celegians was Ooroo, a Jedi Master during the Great Hyperspace War. 
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